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Abstract
Background: Albeit extensive research in the last 40 years, a

comprehensive description of the biological mechanisms underlying
the communication between interconnected neurons is still poorly
understood. The analysis of miniature currents, corresponding to
quanta discharge of a neurotransmitter in resting condition, has been
shown to be a powerful tool to investigate the fundamentals of this
complex process.
Aim: The aim of this paper is to provide a biologically motivated
stochastic model for the analysis of spontaneous quantal release
measured at postsynaptic level. In addition, through a specifically
developed inferential procedure, the set of parameters governing the
process will be estimated.
Approach: Events time series is considered as stochastic process
obtained by means of the superposition of an unknown number of
independent renewal processes. Inference is performed by means
of simulation based approach, in which the empirical cumulative
distribution function calculated on data is match with those obtained
under different known parameters settings.
Results: The model proposed is able to mimic several features
typically observed in the analysis of synaptic events, such as bursting
episodes. The estimation procedure, albeit computationally intensive,
has been tested by means of a simulation study, showing a satisfactory
performance on wide range of scenarios.

Keywords: Neurotransmitter release, synaptic signalling, Monte
Carlo simulation, quantile-based inference, renewal processes
superimposition.
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Introduction

Neurotransmission, also called synaptic transmission, is the
process by which neurons communicate their excitation state to other
neurons in a synaptic network. Although different forms of synapses
connecting neurons exist, namely electrical and chemical synapses,
the latter one is the most studied due to its central role in most neural
functions, from sensory processing to memory storage. Chemical
synapses are tiny structures generally located at varicosities of the
neuronal axon (synaptic boutons) or at the level of its terminal. At
the synapse, the plasma membrane of the signal-passing neuron (the
presynaptic neuron) comes into close apposition with the plasma
membrane of the target (postsynaptic) neuron. Neurotransmitters
are packaged in very small organelles termed vesicles (∼ 50 nm
in diameter), found in the presynaptic terminal. When neurons are
activated, i.e. they fire an action potential, some of these vesicles fuse
with the cell membrane (exocytosis), releasing neurotransmitter in the
extracellular space, which is referred to as the synaptic cleft (evoked
release). Neurotransmitter molecules must then cross the synaptic
cleft in order to reach and bind specific receptors on the postsynaptic
membrane, before going through a reuptake mechanism or being
broken down by specific enzymes. Coupled to exocytosis, there is the
recovery of the fused membrane, called endocytosis, which accounts
for the reconstitution of synaptic vesicles pools for further rounds
of reuse. Although such activity-evoked vesicle fusion represents the
main fraction of synaptic release events and is at the basis of neural
communication, vesicle exo-endocytosis can also occur in the absence
of action potentials, albeit at much lower rate, a phenomenon which is
referred to as spontaneous, or quanta, release. This phenomenon has
been shown to support a variety of functions such as stabilization and
maintenance of synaptic structure and transmission efficacy [14, 30,
33].

Beginning in the early 1970s, two models have been put forward
for describing synaptic vesicle recycling, based on the analysis of
frog neuromuscular junction (NMJ) by electron microscopy and
electrophysiology: full-collapse [16, 28, 40] and kiss-and-run [5, 6,
8, 11]. Speed is the factor that distinguishes these two models.
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According to the full-collapse fusion model, vesicle shape is lost
during exocytosis and its remoulding after endocytosis requires the
action of two important proteins, namely dynamin and clathrin,
taking approximately 10 to 20 s [3, 4]. Although many studies have
demonstrated the essential role of these proteins in synaptic vesicle
recycling [10, 15, 31, 40], equally numerous studies revealed the
presence of a faster regime (1 to 2 s), supporting the view of the
kiss-and-run fusion model, where a small fusion pore opens and
rapidly closes in order to transiently allow neurotransmittermolecules
to be released. In addition, a third alternative model has been
recently proposed [38]. Briefly, according to this latter hypothesis,
the recycling mechanism seems to have an ultrafast component
followed by a slower one. The ultrafast component rapidly removes
the excess of membrane from the fusion sites. The slower component,
a clathrin-dependent process, reconstitutes vesicles at a more leisurely
pace starting from already available endosomes. Despite extensive
research in the last 40 years, there are not definitive models for vesicle
retrieval mechanisms under neither evoked nor spontaneous regimes.

Since the pioneering work of [9] at the NMJ, the analysis of
miniature currents (minis), which are elicited by quanta discharge of
neurotransmitter occurring spontaneously, has been one of the most
powerful tools to study synaptic transmission and to investigate the
complexity of the release machinery. Initially, quantal release has been
modelled as a memoryless random Poisson process, characterized by
mono-exponential inter-mini-interval distributions. However, when
this model was thoroughly tested in relation to both population and
single-synapse recordings, some clear evidence in favour of a more
complex scenario emerged. For example, in [1] a multi-exponential
mini interval distribution results to be more likely with respect to a
mono-exponential alternative when tested on real data, or in [23, 24?
] mini rate has been showed to exhibit a 1/f spectral behaviour.
The critical feature observed in experimental recordings leading to
a rejection of the homogeneous Poisson assumption is the presence
of the so called bursting dynamics, in which periods characterized by
an higher events frequency are followed by a period of quiescence.
In addition, evidence for a 1/f behaviour of this process has been
put in relation with the power-law features of Brownian motion
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dynamics [24], which have been recently shown to govern motion of
vesicles involved in spontaneous release [33]. Since the component
of vesicle motion and its effects on exo-endocytosis dynamics has
not been considered previously in the modelling of the quantal
release process, its introduction could be valuable for capturing
simultaneously various stochastic aspects previously evidenced in real
data.

Starting from this consideration, in this paper, a new statistical
model for spontaneous neurotransmitter release occurring at a single
synaptic boutons is presented. The model assumes that during a
limited timespan corresponding to the recording time, spontaneous
fusion events are generated by an unknown but fixed number of
vesicles, each one being potentially reusable for an infinite number
of cycles. The time needed by a single vesicle to complete an entire
cycle has been modelled as the sum of three different and independent
stochastic components: 1. endocytosis time 2. motion time and 3.
exocytosis time. The endocytosis (or reuptake) component captures
the time required by the presynaptic terminal to remould a vesicle
after an exocytosis event occurred. The motion component accounts
for the time spent by the vesicle freely diffusing in the presynaptic
cytoplasmuntil it reaches again the release site, where it docks. Finally,
the exocytosis time takes into account the time elapsing between the
arrival at the release site and the initiation of actual vesicle fusion.

A complete description of all model assumptions together with
the supporting motivations, regarding both single model components
and the proposed synaptic transmission model as a whole, follows
in Section 5.2. A statistical interpretation of the model proposed
in Section 5.2 is given in Section 5.3, along with a dedicated
inference procedure. Themethod tries to address several issues related
to the biological model hypothesised, assumptions on components
distributions and to the type of observations available for process
under investigation. The performance of the proposal is evaluated
by means of a simulation study reported in Section 5.4 before being
applied, in Section 5.5, to 13 single-synapse recordings, obtained from
primary cultures of rat hippocampal neurons [12]. Discussion on the
modelling results from both the computational and the biological
viewpoints is reported in 5.5.2. Some final considerations, future work
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Figure 5.1: Key steps of synaptic transmission. A schematic representation
of the biological process underlying neurotransmitter release and vesicle cycle
components described in Section 5.2.

and possible extensions conclude the paper.

Spontaneous quantal release model

In this section a comprehensive statistical model for spontaneous
quantal release is described. The model, its assumptions and
biological motivations are first introduced at whole process level
and subsequently at single component level. As aforementioned,
depending on the synaptic bouton under investigation, it is fairly
reasonable to assume that during minis recording an unknown but
fixed number of vesicles, v, is involved in spontaneous release.
Furthermore, vesicles are assumed to be independent from each other,
with no significant interaction, and to sharemotion characteristics and
exo-endocytosis rates.

Synaptic vesicle cycle can be divided into a cascade of few key steps
showed in Figure 5.1 and described as follows. Focusing on a single
vesicle, the time required to perform a full cycle, Tcyc, is decomposed
into three independent stochastic times:

Tcyc = Tend + Tmot + Texo

where: Tend is a random variable (r.v.) with cumulative distribution
function (c.d.f.) FTend

(t) modelling the time for vesicle endocytosis;
Tmot is a r.v. distributed as FTmot

(t), corresponding to the time spent
by a vesicle to reach the active site where fusion takes place; Texo is
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a r.v. with c.d.f FTexo
(t) modelling the duration of vesicle transition

from docked state to exocytosis. After exocytosis, vesicle goes through
endocytosis again starting a new cycle. As a result, the c.d.f for Tcyc can
be calculated as the following convolution:

Tcyc ∼ FTcyc
(t) = P(Tcyc < t) = P(Tend + Tmot + Texo < t) (5.1)

From a modelling point of view, fusion events time series observed
at synaptic level corresponds to the superposition of v asynchronous
vesicles fusion histories, without any possibility to associate
individual recorded events to any specific vesicle. A graphical
representation of minis time series from single vesicles and
synaptic level perspective is showed in Figure 5.2. In the biological
literature, vesicle cycle components aforementioned have been
studied separately, in different conditions, and with the aim to
test different underlying biological hypotheses. In what follows, a
summary of the most recent results available is reported, along with
some considerations from a modelling point of view.

Size of vesicle pool involved in spontaneous quantal release, v
In [2, 32, 34] vesicles in the nerve terminal are grouped into three pools
(slightly different terminologies are used, here definitions given in [2]
have been adopted): the readily releasable pool, the recycling pool,
and the resting pool. These pools are distinguished by their function
and position in the nerve terminal. The readily releasable pool (∼ 10
vesicles, 5 % of total) are docked to the presynaptic membrane, making
these the first group of vesicles to be released upon arrival of an action
potential. The recycling pool is proximate to the cell membrane (∼ 20
vesicles, 10 % of total), and its vesicles tend to be fused at moderate
stimulation, so that the rate of vesicle release is the same as, or lower
than, the rate of vesicle formation. The resting pool constitutes the
vast majority of vesicles in the nerve terminal (∼ 170 vesicles, 85 %
of total), but their function has remained largely unknown and it is
not clear if they are released under normal conditions or only act as a
long-term reservoir.

Which pool of vesicles is involved in spontaneous quantal release
is still unclear and debated. One widely accepted assumption is
that both spontaneous and activity-dependent modes of fusion
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Figure 5.2: Minis time series from single vesicle and synaptic level
perspective.Neurotransmitter release events measured at synaptic level (Syn. rec.)
corresponds to the temporal superimposition of three individual vesicles fusion
histories (V esicle1,2,3). In the red rectangular box, the time between two consecutive
fusion of V esicle1 is split into the three components described in Section 5.2.
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use the same set of vesicles, corresponding to the union of readily
releasable and recycling pools. More recent studies have proposed
that these two modes of release may draw vesicles from different
pools [27, 35]. It is worth mentioning that some experiments, based
on a genetically-encoded probe [13], suggest that the resting pool of
vesicles alone could be responsible for spontaneous fusions.

Time for vesicle endocytosis, Tend

In the literature, there are few recent works focusing on the temporal
dependence between vesicles exo- and endo- cytosis. In [4], by
observe single rat hippocampal boutons by means of an improved
optical strategy, showing that these two processes are stochastically
coupled. In fact, after an exocytosis occurs, individual synaptic
vesicles are retrieved by a stochastic process well described with an
exponential distribution of delay times, with a mean time equal to
14 s. However, the existence of ultrafast endocytosis, which appears
to be able retrieving vesicles as fast as 50–100 ms, has been recently
demonstrated in [39]. Although the latter results are very intriguing,
due to the lack of further studies reporting data or analysis on this
phenomenon, an exponential distribution with parameter λ1 for
Tend has been adopted here. Assuming any different underlying
statistical model would represent speculation without any supporting
motivation and would require dedicated experiments.

Motion time to reach the release site, Tmot

Given the relative small size of synaptic vesicles (diameter∼ 40 nm on
average, [18]) with respect to presynaptic boutons (∼ 1µm), vesicles
motion is well approximated by a 3-dimensional Brownian motion
without drift. The reliability of this approximation is supported
by results presented in [33], where the motion dynamics vesicles
involved into either evoked or spontaneous releases have been
studied and compared. Evoked release vesicles move twice as fast as
spontaneous release ones and spend, on average, twice the amount of
time in a motion classified with a significant drift component (12 %
and 5% respectively). The no-drift diffusion model is also supported
by results in [41]. From a conformational perspective, presynaptic
terminal is simplified to a 3-dimensional box structure, where all
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sides can be assumed as reflecting barriers, except for the bottom one,
the active site, that is viewed as an absorbing barrier, as represented
in Figure 5.3A. These two assumptions allow to further simplify the
problem and to interpret the Tmot component as a first hitting time
(FHT) problem (graphically shown in Figure 5.3B) of the type:

Tmot := inf{t > 0;Yt = lb}

for a particle Y (t) moving in a 1-dimensional space according to
a reflected Brownian motion (RBM) where lb represents the level
of the absorbing barrier. Although some papers proposed methods
for the calculation of FHT density in RBM condition [17, 19, 36],
an approximation based on truncated Lévy distribution has been
adopted to model Tmot. The main reasons for this choice have been:
1. the methods proposed in the literature for the calculation of
FHTD for a RBM are based on spectral representation or numerical
Laplace inversion and both suffer of computational issue affecting
their precision for values in the lower part of the support; 2. The
distance between exact FHTD and truncated Lévy distribution is very
small; 3. efficient sampling algorithm for r.v. with Lévy distribution
are available.
If a Brownian motion (BM) is assumed instead of a RBM, the FHT
density for a particle starting at s, with s > lb, is given by:

L(t; s, lb, D) =
|lb − s|√
4πDt

exp

(
−(lb − s)2

4Dt

)
(5.2)

whereD is the diffusion constant, a measure related to particle speed.
Equation (5.2) corresponds to the Lévy distribution, with location
parameter set to zero and scale parameter c = (lb−s)2

2D . In order to
avoid very extreme values, a threshold M has been imposed to limit
the Lévy distribution domain, obtaining the so called truncated Lévy
distribution [26]:

Ltrunc(t; s, lb, D,M) =


0, if t ≤ 0

L(t; s, lb, D), if 0 ≤ t ≤ M

0, if t ≥ M

This distribution provides a good balance between realistic modelling
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Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of motion component. A) Box
representation of presynaptic terminal composed by five reflecting (yellow) and
one absorbing (red) barriers. B) A trajectory for the reflected Brownian motion
corresponding to the individual vesicle Tmot component.

and the possibility to efficiently generate random values for this
crucial vesicle cycle component.

Time for vesicle exocytosis, Texo

The biological mechanisms underlying vesicles exocytosis are not
fully understood yet. There are different stages throughwhich vesicles
in release site proximity are supposed to undergo, such as tethering,
docking, priming, maturation and finally fusion. In addition, all these
processes involve interactions between different protein complexes
that are difficult, if not impossible, to be observed directly. For these
reasons, quantitative studies aimed at measuring exocytosis time
duration are missing. Data that have been modelled in this work
have been generated under particular conditions, aimed to allow only
spontaneous events to occur by blocking action-potential generation.
In the absence of stimuli, these events are likely to be triggered by
random interactions between proteins of the vesicle fusion machinery
and single calcium ions, which are always present in the presynaptic
terminal at very low concentrations (∼ 50nM ). For such reasons, Texo

has been modelled as an exponentially distributed r.v. with parameter
λ2 .
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Statistical model and inference

The goal of this section is to provide a statistical interpretation
of the biological process described in Section 5.2 and an inferential
framework that allows, based on a sequence of fusion events recorded
at synaptic level, to estimate the parameters vector θ = (v, c,λ)
where: v is the number of vesicles generating the spontaneous signal
in the synapse under investigation; c and λ = (λ1, λ2) are parameters
regulating vesicle cycle duration.

We define the single vesicle fusion time series, Vj , as a renewal
or arrival process, composed by a sequence of increasing r.v.s 0 <
Vj,1 <, . . . , < Vj,mj

in which the generic element Vj,i corresponds
to the time for the ith fusion event of vesicle j, j = 1, . . . , l. Note
that the process starts at time 0 and that fusion events cannot occur
simultaneously. An alternative, but equivalent, formulation of Vj can
be expresses bymeans of the collection of r.v.s describing the sequence
of inter-event intervals,∆Vj = (∆Vj,1, . . . ,∆Vj,m), where the generic
element ∆Vj,i is equal to Vj,i+1 − Vj,i and Vj,i =

∑i
k=1∆Vj,k.

According to the model described in Section 5.2, inter-event intervals
∆Vj can be assumed i.i.d. r.v. with c.d.f. FTcyc

(t) defined in (5.1)
and, as consequence, Vj is a pure renewal process. The process
modelling fusion events at synaptic level,X , composed by a sequence
of increasing r.v.s 0 < X1 <, . . . , < Xm where Xk corresponds to
the time for the kth event and ∆X = (∆X1, . . . ,∆Xn) gives its
representation in terms of time intervals, cannot be considered as
renewal process. At the time when a generic eventXk is observed, one
vesicle, let say i, starts a new cycle. Yet, the other j = 1, . . . , l, j ̸= i
vesicles, have already spent some time, D1, . . . , Dl, where Dj =
Xk − Vj,(k) is a r.v. and (k) = max(i ∈ 1, . . . ,m : Vj,i ≤ Xk). This
information is relevant and alter the c.d.f. for the Vj,(k+1).
In this respect, let’s define, givenDi = di, the delayed c.d.f. F di

Tcyc
(t) as:

F di
Tcyc

(t) =
FTcyc

(t+ di)− FTcyc
(di)

1− FTcyc
(di)

where

F di
Tcyc

(t) = P(∆V di
i < t) = P(Tcyc < t+ di|Tcyc > di).
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As a result, the c.d.f. for the generic inter-event interval at synaptic
level ∆Xk, depends on spent times (delays) vector d = (d1, . . . , dl)
and is given by:

P(∆Xk(d) < t) = 1−
l∏

j=1

(1− F
dj
Tcyc

(t)). (5.3)

In words, (5.3) states that in order to give a probabilistic quantification
of a particular realization ∆X = ∆xn, it is necessary to
know the parameters vector θ, in order to characterized FTcyc

(t)
distribution (5.1), and the sequences of vesicle specific fusion events,
an information not available and difficult to estimate.

Several papers have been focused on investigating which particular
conditions must be satisfied in order to consider the inter-event
intervals ∆Xk as i.i.d. r.v.s with a common distribution F∆X(t),
independent from delays vector d. However, all of the results require
the number of superimposed independent renewal processes l to tend
to infinity [7, 22, 29]. In the context of this work, l corresponds to
the number of vesicles v, as aforementioned expected to be in the
order of tens or less according to the biological literature, hence this
notable results cannot be exploited from an inferential perspective.
Through the realizations ∆xn however, it is possible to obtain the
empirical c.d.f F̂ n

∆X , an estimate of the marginal distribution for
∆Xi. To establish an analytical relationship between the unknown
F∆X and θ remains difficult. Several different aspects of the the
distribution, like centrality measure, dispersion, tails weight are
affected by modifications of parameters setting. In the Appendix
5.7, the impact of the variation of one element of θ at the time is
graphically represented.

The inferential procedure proposed in thiswork can be summarized
as follows. Given a vector of observed inter-event intervals, the goal
is to find the best match between the target c.d.f. F̂ n

∆X(∆xn) and one
of the simulation based c.d.f. F̃ θ

∆X , say the candidates set, generated
under different, known, parameters settings. The different candidates
are then evaluated and the best is identified as the solution of the
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following optimization problem:

θ̂ = min
θ∈Θ̃

[
J∑

j=1

n∑
i=1

ρτj(∆xi − Q̃θ(τj)

]
(5.4)

where ρτj(·) is the tilted absolute value:

ρτj(x) =

{
τjx, if x ≥ 0

(τj − 1)x, if x < 0

Q̃θ(τj) is the quantile of order τj, j = 1, . . . , J ; τj ∈ [0, 1] estimated
by means of simulations generated with specific parameters setting θ
in the set of tested parameter configurations Θ̃.

Equation 5.4 has been proposed in [21] and allows to interpret
quantile estimation as an optimization problem, rather than as
an ordering and sorting procedure. In general application, the
non-differentiable quantile objective function can be minimized via
the simplex method, which is guaranteed to yield a solution in a
finite number of iterations. Nevertheless, in the context of this paper,
Equation 5.4 has been used as measure of the match between target
and candidates distributions. Considering quantiles of multiple order
spread across the [0, 1] interval in the definition of the score function,
the aim is to define an index able to provide a global measure
of similarity, including both central tendency and tails behaviour.
Alternative distance measures commonly used in statistics, such as for
example the integral quadratic distance

∫∞
0 (F̂ n

∆X(x) − F̃ θ
∆X(x))

2dx,
are dominated by center parts of the distributions and are not able
highlight small differences occurring at boundaries of the domain,
particularly relevant in the context of this work in which extreme
values are not only expected, but an important source of information
to exploit during parameters estimation. In situations as shown in
Figure 5.4 for example, coefficients leading to less variable evolution
are systematically preferred independently from the true settings,
increasing the risk of misleading estimations.

In the literature, the adoption of quantile based methods when
dealing with heavy-tailed distribution or when the analysis of tail
behaviour (extreme values) is the needed, has been already proposed
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Figure 5.4: An example of three different parameters settings leading
to a similar trends. 100 simulated time series of 300 minis (light color) and
corresponding trends (dark colour) for parameters settings θ = (v, c,λ) equal to
[20, 2.5, (0.1, 0.1)] (green), [8, 100, (0.1, 5)] (red) and [1, 158, (10, 10)] (blue). A) The
three data sets show very similar trends but are clearly distinguishable in terms of
trajectories variability. B) Logarithmically binned (log10) histograms of inter-event
intervals (lag 1) based on the three sets of simulated realizations.

in [20, 21, 37] with satisfactory results. Most of these works extend the
regression framework usually employed to investigate the behaviour
of the conditional mean of a response variable with respect to some
predictors, substituting the mean with quantiles of a given order.

Finally, in order to take into account for possible dependence
among consecutive inter-event intervals ∆Xi, the objective function
(5.4) has been extended to consider the distributions F̂ n

∆kX(∆
kxn) for

multiple k-lagged intervals, where∆kx = xi−xi−k, i = k+1, . . . , n.
The final optimization problem is given by:

θ̂ = min
θ∈Θ̃

[
K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

ρτj(∆xi − Q̃k
θ(τj)

]
(5.5)

where Q̃k
θ(τj) is the empirical quantile of order τj for the k-lagged

intervals distribution estimated by simulations with parameters
setting θ. The adopted optimization strategy consists in an exhaustive
grid search performed over Θ̃, indeed computationally demanding, it
minimizes the risk to converge to a local minimum.
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Algorithm
The inference procedure relies on the minimization of the objective

function (5.5) by means of an exhaustive grid search. This approach,
requires an efficient method for minis simulation. A description of the
simulation algorithm follows.

Assume the goal is to simulate a synaptic time series composed by
n fusion events and involving v vesicles. Since vesicles are assumed
independent renewal processes, v fusion histories of length n + b are
generated separately. The role of b is described hereafter. Every time
interval,∆V − j, i, elapsing between consecutive events is generated
according to (5.1), where the truncation threshold,M , has been set to
100, corresponding to the maximum inter-event interval observed in
experimental recordings (Section 5.5). Once all the v fusion histories
have been generated, the [v × (n + b)] event times are rearranged
and sorted in a vector called Tl, l = 1, . . . , v × (n + b). Finally, the
minis time series is obtained as: xi = Tb+i − Tb, i = 0, . . . , n. From a
practical perspective, the first b observations act as burn-in phase and
have the purpose to remove the temporal dependence introduced by
the common initialization of vesicles histories.

Simulation

Before applying the presented inference algorithm to real data
sets derived from single-synapse recordings, its performance has been
tested under different simulated scenarios. The search grid is defined
by combining the following vectors of candidate parameter values
and is used for both simulation study and experimental data analysis
reported in Section 5.5.

The size of vesicle pool has been set to ṽ = (1, 2, . . . 20) since,
according to the biological literature, it is well established that less
than 20 vesicles should be involved in spontaneous release events.
For a precise imputation of Lévy distribution scale parameter c,
additional synaptic specific features would be required. Both vesicle
diffusion coefficient (measuring vesicles speed in the cytoplasm) and
distance between the final location of endocytosis (vesicle motion
starting point) and the active site of fusion play a role in c definition.
Since such information is usually not available for synaptic terminals
under electrophysiological investigation, c̃ has been populated with
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21 log10-equispaced values ranging from 1 to 10000, in order to span
over a wide range of possible configurations.

Exo-endocytosis processes duration are of primary interest from
a physiological point of view and different biological models,
accompanied by related rates, are currently debated. To include all
these hypotheses in the candidate values vector, both λ̃1 and λ̃2 have
been set to (0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50). Combining the two vectors
elements, the aim is to model and possibly distinguish different
coupled regimes for exo-endocytosis presented in Section 5.1, such as
two slow (full-collapse model), one slow and one fast (ultrafast-slow
model), or two fast processes (kiss-and-run model). In order to avoid
identifiability problems, only the combinations of λ̃1 and λ̃2 are
considered.

The resulting search grid Θ̃ is composed by 11760 points. For each
parameters combination, 1000 simulated minis time series of length
300 have been generated, rearranged and employed for the calculation
of Q̃k

θ(τj). In this work, other inference procedure specific parameters
are set to: J = 7, τj = (0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9, 0.95) andK = 5.
From a practical perspective, for each point in the grid, the information
used for objective function minimization is stored in aK × J matrix,
where the k-th row corresponds to τj order quantile of the k-lagged
differences empirical distribution.

Additionally, 3 validation data sets (V DS1,2,3) composed by 100
simulated time series have been generated by means of algorithm
described in Section 5.3.1 and parameters setting θ = (v, c,λ) equal
to: 1. θV DS1

= [3, 100, (10, 50)]; 2. θV DS2
= [8, 10, (0.5, 5)]; 3.

θV DS3
= [13, 1000, (0.1, 0.5)]. The grid search algorithm has been

executed individually for each record in the validation data sets and
the estimates are graphically represented as histograms in Figures 5.5
, 5.6 and 5.7.

Results
Minis time series dynamics is the result of a complex interaction

among vesicle cycle components coefficients and vesicle pool size.
Almost identical, even if complex, statistics can be calculated over
sets of trajectories generated under completely different settings, as
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Figure 5.5: Inference for validation data set θV DS1 . Performance of the inference
procedure described in Section 5.3 tested on 100 simulated time series generated
with parameters θV DS1 = [3, 100, (10, 50)], corresponding to a small sized vesicles
pool and fast/fast exo-endocytosis rates.
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Figure 5.6: Inference for validation data set θV DS2 . Performance of the inference
procedure described in Section 5.3 tested on 100 simulated time series generated
with parameters set to θV DS2 = [8, 10, (0.5, 5)], corresponding to a medium sized
vesicles pool and slow/fast exo-endocytosis rates.
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Figure 5.7: Inference for validation data set θV DS3 . Performance of the inference
procedure described in Section 5.3 tested on 100 simulated time series generated
with parameters set to θV DS3 = [13, 1000, (0.1, 0.5)], corresponding to a moderate
sized vesicles pool and slow/slow exo-endocytosis rates.
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shown in Figure 5.4. As described in the Appendix 5.7, albeit difficult
to quantify, it is still possible to have a general idea of the impact
of parameters modification on events distribution. As an example,
when vesicles pool size and exo-endocytosis rates are increased, a
decrease of total timespan is observed (Appendix 5.7). While some
modifications have a macroscopic effects, others can be recognized
only by means of the comparison of sets of trajectories, able to
highlight additional features differences, such as evolution variability
and the occurring probability of bursting episodes.

More in detail, bursting frequency, that is particularly relevant as
a feature of deviation from the homogeneous Poisson case, seems
to be positively related to fast/fast exo-endocytosis regime (λ ≥
(10, 10)) and small sized vesicle pool conditions. In such situations, the
Tmot component, with its heavy-tailed distribution (Lévy distribution)
assumes a predominant role in determining Tcyc values, causing long
intervals between consecutive events to be observedwith considerable
high probability. If this condition is combined to the presence of
few vesicles involved in spontaneous signalling (v ≤ 5), such long
intervals are conserved in whole synaptic recordings (Figure 5.11).If
these settings are modified, by decreasing exo-endocytosis rates for
example, the contribution of Tmot becomes less evident, and values
sampled from the two exponential distributions, Tend and Texo, tend
to regularize Tcyc distribution (Figure 5.13). On the contrary, if v is
increased, long intervals are masked by vesicles fusion time series
superposition and not observed at synaptic level (Figure 5.11). The
effects described above, which are predicted bymodifications of model
parameters, highlight the relevance of this modelling approach to
extract precious information about the state of the release machinery.
The introduction of the motion step, with its Brownian dynamics, has
a double advantage: from the one hand, it introduces a physical aspect
of the release process which is generally underestimated and omitted,
albeit supported by many experimental observations, i.e. the diffusive
motion of vesicles. From the other hand, its sole introduction allows
to model two deviations from the homogenous Poisson case that have
been experimentally observed in the past on both single-synapse and
population recordings: bursting (that is, alternation of long intervals
with epochs of high release rate) and power-law behaviour. Both these
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features are provided by the heavy tail of the Lévy distribution.
The factors that lead to the development of the inference procedure
introduced in Section 5.3 are: 1. only a single recording is available for
each synapse, 2. strong influence (instability) on inter-minis intervals
distribution moments of Lévy distributed component, 3. unknown
temporal dependence structures between minis events. By means of
simultaneous quantiles distances minimization, it is possible to match
the individual ∆kX experimental empirical distributions without
suffering of moments (mean and variance in particular) instabilities.

The outcome of the simulation study highlights differences in
procedure performances according to underlying parameters settings.
In the first scenario, θV DS1

= [3, 100, (10, 50)], very good estimates
are obtained for all the considered parameters (Figure 5.5). For v

and c parameters, estimates distributions result squeezed around true
values. Exo-endocytosis rates are correctly recovered respectively in
more than 60 % and 90 % of the cases. Setting θV DS2

= [8, 10, (0.5, 5)],
corresponds to an intermediate situation in terms of size of vesicles
pool and slow/fast regime for exo/endocytosis. Results, showed in
Figure 5.6, are less precise with respect to θV DS1

, in particular in
terms of variability. Based on the 100 runs on simulated quantal release
time series, estimated v ranges between 2 and 18, with a median
value of 9. Returned c values practically span over the whole set
of candidate values and empirical distribution is positively skewed,
with a median value 6.3, very closed to the real one 10. Similarly,
exo-endocytosis rates distributions showed higher dispersion, but
modes and median values coincide in both cases with the real
underlying parameters. Under scenario θV DS3

= [13, 1000, (0.1, 0.5)],
satisfactory performances are reported for v and λ rates. For these
parameters, the majority of tested simulated minis time series leads to
correct estimates (respectively in 43, 86 and 65 out of 100 trajectories).
Regarding c, candidate values around the true setting are characterized
by higher frequency and both mode and median values correspond to
630, immediately before 1000 in c̃ vector.
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Electrophysiological measurements of quantal
release

All experimental series of quantal releases analysed in this
study are shown in Figure 5.8 and have been extracted from
electrophysiological recordings of mini currents generated at single
synaptic boutons and selected based on their length [12]. The
electrophysiological technique used for gathering single-synaptic
minis is referred as loose-patch (LP) recording will be briefly described
in this section, together with the production of primary neuronal
cultures.

Most scientific papers dealing with minis recordings exploit a
different and much simpler technique known as whole-cell (WC)
patch clamp. WC recordings are performed on the postsynaptic
neuron soma, thus collecting the miniature currents elicited by
spontaneous releases of all the synapses which are found present
on the postsynaptic neuron dendritic arbour. LP recordings, on the
contrary, electrically isolate the single synaptic bouton and provide
a series of releases, which spontaneously occur at that synapse only,
while minis generated on neighbouring terminals are too weak to be
detected.

Recordings are performed on different boutons in different
time intervals and therefore independent on each others. The
exo-endocytosis rates are vesicles related features and can be
reasonably considered as shared parameters among measurements
collected. Motion component coefficient and vesicle pool size instead,
are strongly correlated to individual synapse conformation, hence
recording specific. Inference is done on each data sets.
Experimental description

In order to visualize the bouton while approaching it which
the recording electrode, consisting in a glass micropipette with tip
diameter of about 2 µm and resistance of 1-2 MΩ, synapses were
labelled by a styryl dye able to stain membranes and widely used to
label vesicles in synapses (FM1–43). During recordings, neurons were
perfused with a standard Tyrode solution containing (in mM ): 119
NaCl, 5 KCl, 5 CaCl2, 25 HEPES, 30 glucose. To this solution,
some toxins were added to block specific postsynaptic receptor
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channels, a common approach in mini recording studies: 100 µM
picrotoxin was used to block GABA receptors, 25-100 µM APV was
introduced to block NMDA receptors, while 0.5 µM TTX allows for
the complete blockade of voltage-dependent sodium channels, thus
avoiding action potential firing. The solution was adjusted to 305
mOsm and pH 7.4. The recording solution filling the pipette is very
similar to the latter solution, since the pipette tip is not meant to
break cell membrane (contrary to the WC case). However, in the
pipette solution the concentration of Ca2+ was increased from the
physiological concentration 2 mM to 5 mM , since this promotes
the frequency of releases at single synaptic terminals, while Mg2+

was removed to avoid changes in charge screening of the membrane
surface.

Recordings were performed in voltage-clamp mode with zero
command current, with series resistance of 2-11 MΩ and without
applying any suction. Traces were filtered at 5 kHz and stored using
a digital tape recorder. Later, mini events were detected based on
shape features on the raw trace, and the resulting time series analysed.
All recordings were performed on postnatal hippocampal neuronal
cultures. The procedure for dissection and culturing is described
in [12] and [25] . In brief, the hippocampus was dissected out
from the brains of postnatal day 25 SpragueDawley rats. Only the
CA3CA1 region of both hippocampi was kept. Neural tissue was
trypsin digested and cells were mechanically dissociated in a custom
medium containing DNAaseI. Neurons were grown on polyornitine
coated coverslips in standard incubation conditions (37, 5% C2). The
cell culture medium contain: 0.1 mg biotin, 30 mg insulin, 1.5 mg
B12 vitamin, 100 mg L-ascorbic acid, 100 mg Glutamax, 100 mg
transferring, 7 g glucose, 3.6 g HEPES and 1 l of MEM Gibco with
Earle’s salts without phenol red. Every 3 days half volume of culture
medium was replaced with fresh one supplemented with ARA-C to
prevent excessive glial cells proliferation. Neurons were used for
recordings 6–21 div after plating.

Results
From the biological viewpoint, parameters manipulation suggests

that when exo-endocytosis regime is fast enough (and these two
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Figure 5.8: Minis time series published in [1]. Graphical representation of the 13
spontaneous quantal release recordings obtained by means of loose patch technique
on independent rat hippocampal neuron synapses.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison between experimental minis time series and
associated simulated trajectories. Experimental recordings leading to the same
amount of vesicles, v, estimate are grouped together and plotted along with 100
simulated time series generated with analogous parameters setting. λ has been set
equal to the overall average value in all simulations, since exo/endocytosis rates
should be synapse independent. c parameters has been set equal to the median
value among c estimates within each group. More in details: A) [1, 158, (40, 46)] B)
[2, 158, (40, 46)] C) [4, 158, (40, 46)] D) [5, 10, (40, 46)] E) [8, 10, (40, 46)].
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of inter-minis intervals distribution for
experimental data set, proposed model and exponential distribution.
Logarithmically binned (log10) histograms have been calculated for inter-minis
intervals on: 1. experimental recordings with estimated size of vesicle pool equal
to 1 (Rec. 2,3,5,6,9,12,13), for a total amount of 2196 observations (green); 2. 100
trajectories simulated according to the proposed model and parameters setting
equal to [1, 158, (40, 46)] (orange); 3. the expected distribution assuming intervals
being exponential r.v. (homogeneous Poisson process) with parameter equal to

1
0.757

, where 0.757 corresponds to the experimental recordings sample mean (grey).
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Recording nv c λ1 λ2

Rec. 1 2 100 50 50
Rec. 2 1 158 50 50
Rec. 3 1 158 50 50
Rec. 4 5 10 50 50
Rec. 5 1 158 10 50
Rec. 6 1 630 50 50
Rec. 7 4 158 50 50
Rec. 8 8 10 50 50
Rec. 9 1 63 50 50
Rec. 10 2 158 10 50
Rec. 11 2 251 50 50
Rec. 12 1 158 10 10
Rec. 13 1 100 50 50
Average 40 46

Table 5.1: Parameter estimates obtained executing grid search algorithm on
experimental minis recordings.

processes are stochastically coupled, which is admissible in most
cases), the motion of few recycling vesicles drives the release,
exacerbating bursting and the presence of long intervals without
events. Since small recycling pools are typical of central synapses,
especially in spontaneous fusion regimes, and the analysed recordings
are performed in a condition ofmild promotion of fusion (5mM Ca2+),
it is remarkable that the parameters estimated on experimental series
largely fall in this case (Table 5.1). Parameters confidence intervals,
reported in Table 5.2, suggest an overall high degree of stability for
retrieved estimates, confirming the reliability and robustness with
respect to possible outliers of the proposed quantile-based inference
procedure. Obtained exo-endocytosis rates support the presence of
a kiss-and-run like model underlying spontaneous activity. Plots in
Figure 5.9 compare experimental recordings, appropriately grouped
according to estimated vesicle pool size, with a set of corresponding
simulated trajectories. They provide an indirect measure of the overall
satisfactory goodness-of-fit of our final models. Figure 5.10 confirms
the inadequacy of mono-exponential (Poisson process) assumption for
inter-events distribution and shows the better representation provided
by our approach. Besides their biological consistency, these results
suggest that this model could help in the detection of changes in
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biological parameters whose direct measurement is challenging: the
exocitosys rate and the diffusion constant (or the crowdedness) of
the presynaptic compartment. The latter generally requires complex
microscopy approaches which limit experimental design.

This feature could be particularly valuable for investigating the
targets of those pharmacological treatments that are likely to act on
the presynaptic compartment, or when studying the mechanisms of
induction and maintenance of synaptic plasticity. Furthermore, the
results here provided support the role of vesicle motion in modulating
the dynamics of vesicle recycling, thus challenging the view that
vesicles which are involved in exo-endocytosis cycles lie anchored
to the presynaptic membrane most of the time, waiting for fusion to
occur.

Conclusion

In this paper, a novel model for spontaneous quantal release has
been described from both biological and statistical points of view.
The biological assumptions are based on a detailed review of the
literature concerning each one of the key steps contributing in this
complex process. The corresponding statistical model results to be
the superposition of a unknown, but limited, number of pure renewal
process, characterized by a inter-events distribution obtained as the
convolution of three, independent components. In particular, the
component modelling the vesicle motion in the presynaptic terminal,
allows on the one hand to mimic some peculiar features of this
type of data, such as irregularities in the intensity function of fusion
events, but on the other introduce several additional difficulties in the
inference step.

Estimates for the parameters regulating each component have been
performed by means of a method of moments-like approach, in which
the empirical distribution calculated on available data, is matched
to a set of reference empirical distributions generated through a
Monte Carlo approach. The performance is not homogeneous over
all the scenarios investigated, but typically quite satisfactory. From
a biological perspective, the results derived by the application of our
proposal on real data sets, suggests that a fast/fast exo-endocytosis
regime is highly supported by the data, a condition that, when few
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vesicles are involved in the signalling, exacerbating bursting and the
presence of long intervals without any event.
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Recording nv c λ1 λ2

Rec. 1

Rec. 2

Rec. 3

Rec. 4

Rec. 5

Rec. 6
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Recording nv c λ1 λ2

Rec. 7

Rec. 8

Rec. 9

Rec. 10

Rec. 11

Rec. 12
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Rec. nv c λ1 λ2

Rec. 13

Table 5.2: Bootstrap distributions for experimental recordings estimates. To
asses the accuracy and stability of the estimates obtained running the proposed
estimation procedure on experimental recordings, bootstrap distribution has been
caluated for each parameter. These are based on 1000 bootstrap samples taken from
experimental lagged differences.
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Appendix: parameters effect on release time series
behaviour

In this section, the impact on minis time series has been
investigated for each parameter governing the proposed model.
This is performed by means of the superposition of 3 data sets, each
composed by 100 simulated realizations of 300 events (panel A), and
of the corresponding inter-minis intervals distributions (panel B),
where only 1 parameter has been modified and set to 3 different
values. This allows to graphically understand the relationship between
process features, such as total process timespan, variability, bursting
behaviour etc etc and variation of the parameters.

Figure 5.11: Simulated minis time series for different settings of size of
vesicles pool, v. v parameter has been set equal to: 3 (green), 5 (red), 13 (blue)
and (c,λ) = [100, (0.5, 5)].

Figure 5.12: Simulated minis time series for different settings of Lévy
distribution scale parameter (motion related parameter), c. c parameter has
been set equal to: 10 (green), 100 (red), 1000 (blue) and (v,λ) = [3, (0.5, 5)].
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Figure 5.13: Simulated minis time series for different settings of
exo/endocytosis rates, λ. λ rates have been set equal to: (0.1, 0.5) (green),(0.5, 5)
(red), (5, 10) (blue).




